
Wrigley Go Green 2012 
 
VOICEOVER 
When Go Green launched at four Wrigley pilot sites in 2009, no one could have 
predicted that less than three years later, the 100% voluntary, associate-driven 
program had spread to every Wrigley location worldwide — that’s over 90 sites 
— with 549 projects that positively impact people, the planet, and performance. 
 
Respect for the environment has become a motivating factor in everything we do, 
a collective focus that’s evolved from an informal proposal to recycle paper and 
ink in our workplaces to initiatives that impact the people and communities 
around us … producing results that are truly amazing.  
 
VISUAL: NORTH AMERICA 
At Chicago’s ETC facility, the focus is on waste reduction. Wood pallets, crates 
and skids are placed in dedicated dumpsters where they’re later repurposed. It’s 
little wonder the facility has achieved LEED Silver certification. 
 
Meanwhile, in Yorkville, motion detector lighting is used in the warehouse, wash 
stations are energy and waste efficient, and recycling containers are everywhere. 
 
A dedicated 12-person Go Green committee in Toronto supports ambitious 
sustainability goals for an office and factory, with year-round activities that raise 
awareness and deliver results. The sites achieved a 71% reduction in waste to 
landfill in the past four years 
 
VISUAL: LATIN AMERICA 
In Panama City, the Go Green team hosted a week-long program which focused 
on educating associates on the environmental impacts of the business.  They 
even measured the office’s carbon footprint and set reduction goals.   
 
Santiago associates planted trees and shared their sustainability efforts with their 
families through interactive games. Winner received — appropriately — a plant. 
 
VISUAL: EUROPE 
The outdoors plays a starring role in Europe’s Go Green programs. Barcelona 
associates spent a day beautifying the Ripoll River, removing waste, planting 
trees, and installing nesting boxes for birds. 
 
In Zurich, associates tidied up a large patch of the Baden-Dattwil forest, clearing 
away rubbish and later enjoying a festive group lunch among the greenery. 
 
The Ljubljana office demonstrated its Go Green effort in a heart-healthy way, with 
nearly 25% of office associates participating in a local 10K run last year. Their 
spirit was no doubt contagious, as nearly a third of the office participated this 
year  



 
In Zagreb, bike riding to work is catching on, and nearly everyone recycles paper, 
batteries, and ink cartridges. 
 
Meanwhile, working with local dentists, more than 100 volunteers from Wrigley 
Germany took part in Special Smiles, a Go Green initiative that provided more 
than 700 dental check-ups for Special Olympics participants and helped them 
understand proper oral care routines. Both athletes and volunteers were all 
smiles during the 5-day event 
 
And finally in Vilnius, associates recycle plastic, paper, and those pesky ring-
binders, while printing everything double-sided.  
 
 
VISUAL: CISMEA 
Recycling paper at the Moscow office accomplishes more than just saving trees. 
Associates sold their waste paper to a local recycling company, donating the 
money to a local charity.   
 
Almaty associates, too, found a way to make their Go Green efforts help children. 
With a busy highway bordering the local kindergarten and little to filter the car 
exhaust, Wrigley associates installed a lush, green wall 2 meters high and 268 
meters long, completely insulating the school from the toxic fumes while giving 
the property a much appreciated aesthetic boost. 
 
 
VISUAL: ASIA PACIFIC 
Associates in the Asian Pacific are fully on-board with Go Green. Bangkok 
associates have been saving plastic bottles, selling them to grocery stores to 
begin the recycling process while adding the proceeds to what’s become a 
thriving petty cash drawer. Helping the planet and the bottom-line.  
 
In China, Go Green reminders are everywhere, and associates take the message 
to heart. Virtual conferences have replaced unnecessary travel, saving China 
Business Operations $800,000. 
 
Hong Kong associates replaced copiers and printers with eco-friendly models, 
and they’ve become vigilant about turning off appliances when not in use.   
 
Taipei held several Go Green events in 2012, each building on the success of 
the prior campaign. Nearly everyone took time out to care for trees on Arbor Day, 
and associates and their families observed Earth Hour by turning off their lights 
for one hour – a huge awareness builder. Meanwhile, partnering with the city 
government, dozens of associates and their families planted treats. 
 



No effort is too small. In Antipolo City, they’re careful to shut off lights when not in 
use and have made great strides reducing paper waste. 
 
 
Go Green is making a difference, not just at Wrigley but in everything we do. The 
numbers tell a compelling story:  
 
Today, 60% of all Wrigley associates worldwide participate in the Go Green 
program, 66% report that the program has helped them make sustainability a 
part of their everyday business decisions, while 70% said the program has 
changed their individual behavior.  
 
Associate by associate, site-by-site, and region by region, Go Green is changing 
the world around us, making it a better place for everyone.  
 


